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The data drive 
Big Data is transforming business

5,000
Data tags 
on modern 
vessel

30TB
Transmitted by Maersk 
line fleet over satellite 
link every month

2TB
Data generated every 
100 days by a 
modern vessel

7,000
Channels monitored on the Triple 
E for situational awareness and 
alarms

2,800
Sensors hardwired 
into the Triple E 
vessel’s main control 
system

200
Sensors in a modern main 
engine room measuring 
temperature and pressure 

2GB
Data stored every day from 
the main control system of 
a Triple E vessel

0.05
Seconds between 
each motion 
measurement on a 
ship

Source: Maersk Group

$20M annual  fuel 
cost savings

$6000 Saving per 
vessel per month



Part of wider IoT study

About the Research



The Inmarsat Research Programme 2018

125

125

125125

125

125

Agriculture Energy
Mining Transport
Maritime Other commercial sectors

750 companies interviewed by leading technology research company Vanson Bourne across 
six sectors

Respondents were asked questions around their IoT
activity in six areas: 

• Adoption
• Security
• Connectivity

Using the scores to answers, we ranked the 
companies into four categories: 
Laggard, Starter, Progressive and Leader

• Data
• Skills 
• Investment



125 ship owner/operating companies across Container, Bulk, Tanker, Gas and Fishing sectors
Maritime Demographics of Research 



Maritime IoT trends

100%
Of owners surveyed will 
be using IoT for fuel 
consumption monitoring 
by 2023 to meet 
emissions regulations 

51%
Say getting data off 
the ship in real-time 
is biggest obstacle to 
IoT adoption 

$2.5m
Average shipowner
spend on IoT
solutions over the 
next three years

Source: Industrial IoT: Land and Sea
Picture: Courtesy of Rolls-Royce Marine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We recently undertook some market research to investigate technology trends in the Maritime space. And concluded the following, Half of ship operators are already using IoT for fuel optimisation and by 2023 it is predicted that this number will rise to 100%. With fuel costs accounting for 50% of a ship’s operating budget, the ability to reduce costs is paramount to driving operational efficiency. Rising insurance costs have also been cited as a major driver for adopting IoT solutions, being able to demonstrate compliance with new regulations will have the ability to drive down these paymentsAnd while companies are increasingly spending more and expect to over the coming years, the use of IoT is still somewhat limited, shipping companies are yet to think about new business models and monetising big data. In many ways it begs the question, will this innovation come from outside of the industry. (This brings to mind the likes of Uber, Air BNB and Amazon. Where are those organisations on the high seas.)



Adoption of IoT in Maritime



Sub
Present and future adoption of applications

Key Findings:
• Environmental compliance 

will drive IoT adoption with 
all companies saying will 
use IoT for fuel 
consumption monitoring  



IoT Skills in Maritime



Does the maritime industry 
have the skills for IoT
adoption? Key Findings: 

• Reliant on suppliers/consultants 
to provide expertise with 68% of 
respondents willing to use 
external for ‘some or all of their 
efforts’ 



Does your company have the skills to make the most from 
IoT solutions?

Key Finding: 
Lack of in-house skills big barrier to 

adoption 



IoT Security



How mature is the maritime 
sectors approach to 
maritime security? Key Findings: 

• Notable maritime cyber security 
breaches and limited resilience 
measures highlight lack of 
maturity in respondent’s 
answers

• 87% believe their security 
processes could be improved

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Sub

What are the biggest security challenges associated with 
IoT solutions within your organisation?

Key Finding: 
Data storage and collection is seen as 

biggest security challenge for IoT
solutions



Data Usage



How advanced is the 
maritime sector’s approach 
to using IoT data? Key Findings: 

• Data will be used by 43% of 
respondents for improving  
health and safety

• Getting access to real-time data 
is big obstacle to data usage –
still time lag between collection 
and usage



Investment in IoT



How will the maritime 
sector invest in IoT? Key Findings: 

• Maritime companies expect to 
invest on average $2.5m on IoT
solutions in next three years

• Cost savings predicted through 
IoT solutions is 14% over next 
five years, Revenue generate to 
7 % over next five years

• More will be spent on IoT than 
cloud computing or big data 
analytics



Maritime vs other sectors

Energy Transport Mining



Comparison to other sectors 
in terms of IoT readiness?

Key Findings: 

• Maritime has the most laggards 

• Only Transport and Logistics 
sector has more leaders

• Mining sector was ranked last in 
terms of adoption followed by 
energy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Enable
Digitalisation

Inmarsat 
developments
2018 and beyond

Ongoing
Diversification

Maritime ECO 
Environment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key takeaway: The IoT proposition is continuously evolving to meet market demands (customer, technology etc.) – our partners can leverage this in the future 



>5,000
vessels 

deployed
* As of August 2018

>10K 
vessels 

committed

>2,200
installation 

backlog 

Fleet Xpress – the fastest growing VSAT 

60%
of all maritime 
VSAT installs 

* H1 2018 Euroconsult report

Presenter
Presentation Notes
.



Fleet Secure Portfolio
Powering 
Cyber 
Resilience at 
sea 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inmarsat is not a security company, which is why we are working with industry recognised pros to establish a portfolio of services which can help protect a vessel and its IT / OT



Fleet Secure 
Unified Threat Management



Fleet Secure UTM zone of protection for Fleet Xpress

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An additional from out operational securityWe protect government agencies sat comms and the same level of security is provided to all services. We own and operate all sats and their ground stations. 



Fleet Secure Endpoint

The landscape of threats has evolved and antivirus software alone 
cannot defend the ships network against malicious cyber attacks



Fleet Data
Inmarsat Ship to Shore Data Automation Solution

Fleet Data 



Maritime IoT trends

100%
Of owners surveyed will 
be using IoT for fuel 
consumption monitoring 
by 2023 to meet 
emissions regulations 

51%
Say getting data off 
the ship in real-time 
is biggest obstacle to 
IoT adoption 

$2.5m
Average shipowner
spend on IoT
solutions over the 
next three years

Source: Industrial IoT: Land and Sea
Picture: Courtesy of Rolls-Royce Marine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We recently undertook some market research to investigate technology trends in the Maritime space. And concluded the following, Half of ship operators are already using IoT for fuel optimisation and by 2023 it is predicted that this number will rise to 100%. With fuel costs accounting for 50% of a ship’s operating budget, the ability to reduce costs is paramount to driving operational efficiency. Rising insurance costs have also been cited as a major driver for adopting IoT solutions, being able to demonstrate compliance with new regulations will have the ability to drive down these paymentsAnd while companies are increasingly spending more and expect to over the coming years, the use of IoT is still somewhat limited, shipping companies are yet to think about new business models and monetising big data. In many ways it begs the question, will this innovation come from outside of the industry. (This brings to mind the likes of Uber, Air BNB and Amazon. Where are those organisations on the high seas.)
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Solving a real 
challenge

Why Fleet Data?

Challenge
Ship operators intending to 
ramp up in IoT
infrastructure development 
and digital practices have 
been facing the difficulty of 
aggregating vessel data on-
board and getting it 
efficiently onshore in a fleet 
wide scalable way.

Solution
Fleet Data is the effective 
ship-to shore automation 
solution allowing  ship 
operators and managers to 
access, control and exploit 
their own data via a secure 
platform that is easily and 
fully scalable, fleet-wide



Serving multiple 
customer 
segments

Who will want Fleet Data?

30

Ship Operators
to access their data in 
order to increase business 
intelligence and to remove 
cost from their operations

3rd Party App Providers
to work with ship 
operators on data-driven 
service optimization and 
the development of other 
new digital services. 



Fleet Data – how 
does it work

A 6-step intelligent and cost efficient ship-2-shore data solution 

1. A Fleet Data IoT infrastructure collects on-board vessel data

2. Data is pre-processed on board and saved in reports

3. Variable number of reports (up to unlimited) can be transferred to shore 

4. Data is stored on a Fleet Data server on-shore

5. Data is extracted from the Fleet Data server via an API

6. Data can be easily shared with third party analytics applications and service providers



Connectivity modules
• Data is collected via a Vessel Remote Server 

(VRS) (mini VDR technology)
Technical support

• Installation is supported and checked by 
specialized technical support team
Installation time

• Installation time is 1-2 days and is locally 
performed by the global authorized service network 
of (600 certified technicians).

1. Collect

Fleet Data IoT infrastructure collects on-board vessel data



Reports are fully customizable
• Selected Data Tags
• Sample interval (down to 1 second)
• Pre-processing

- First value - Last value
- Minimum – Maximum
- Trend 
- Mean - Circular mean
- Standard deviation - Circular standard deviation

• Transfer interval (down to 1 minute)
• Unlimited reports can be made

2. Select

Data is pre-processed onboard and saved in reports



3. Transfer

Reports are transferred to shore via the Inmarsat system

Connectivity
The Vessel Remote Severs (VRS) is 
connected to Fleet Xpress or Fleet 
Broadband and reports are transferred to 
shore at fixed intervals 
(user defined).



4. Store

Data is stored on the Fleet Data on-shore server
Data quality
• Inmarsat ensures data quality check upon data receipt in the Fleet Data 

server on-shore.
Remote data report configuration
• Data reports can be customized and modified from shore (an updated 

report configuration file is loaded to the Fleet Data on-shore server and 
sent back to the Vessel Remote Server (VRS) installed onboard).

Automated Remote Software update
• The Vessel Remote Server (VRS) software is automatically updated from 

shore (a new VRS software file is sent from the Fleet Data on-shore server 
to the Vessel Remote Server (VRS) installed onboard). 



5. Extract

Data is extracted from the Fleet Data server via an API

API data format
• REST JSON.

User administration determines user access rights
• Vessels, sensors, time frame, data export rights, software applications.

Data hosting flexibility
• Data may also be transferred to another database.



6. Analyse

Fleet Data Dashboard – Cloud-based user customisable data visualisation dashboard



What’s on the horizon

Automation, Sea-to-shore based integration and Digitalisation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Maritime industry is on the cusp of a technology revolution and will witness significant transformation over the next decade. In fact, these changes have already started to take hold.Today we see increased automation on-board vessels with more systems connected to shore based operations. This facilitates the constant monitoring and support to ensure operational efficiency and minimal disruption.As the industry embraces digitalisation, paper based activities and documentation will give way to electronic transfer whether it’s for navigational purposes, scheduling or port documentationI would hold that these global trends will not escape the Maritime industry, as it is on the cusp of changeWith the launch of our Fleet Xpress service, we are well positioned to drive these changes and bring about a new Maritime ecosystemAnd why today are we focusing on crew, its for this simple fact ‘More than half of the traffic at sea is generated by seafarers’



Defining connectivity 
at sea 
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